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EIZO Builds a New Technology Hub For Future Growth of Their 

Image-Related Equipment Business 
 

Hakusan, Japan, June 2, 2023 – EIZO Corporation (TSE: 6737) announced the construction of a new 

technology hub at its head office in Japan. Construction is scheduled for completion in January, 2025. 

 

Since its foundation in 1968, EIZO has been developing its unique business model with ‘Imaging’ at 

its core and pursuing new value creation. With this in mind, EIZO has decided to construct the new 

technology hub at its head office in Hakusan, Ishikawa, Japan, where approximately 1,100 employees 

currently work. The aim is the strengthening of core products, system development, customer 

response capabilities, and promoting sustainability with a view to future growth of its image-related 

equipment business. This will enable EIZO to further strengthen its business model by increasing the 

number of employees, mainly in core technology, development and sales. 

 

Aims of the New Technology Center 

➢ Ensuring capabilities for future expansion and versatility 

➢ Optimised overall layout of the buildings, including the reconfiguration of existing buildings 

➢ Provide a working environment that supports creative work and increased productivity 

➢ Promote sustainability through state-of-the-art low carbon measures 

 

The new technology hub will be designed to meet the Japanese ZEB standard*. In addition, it will a 

rooftop solar photovoltaic system with an annual generation capacity of 150,000 kWh. The operation 

of this facility will increase the annual power generation from the in-house sloar photovoltaic system 

from the current 900,000 kWh (including electricity sold under the FIT feed-in tariff scheme) to 

approximately 1,050,000 kWh. 

At the same time, based on the 'Transition to Net Zero' announced in May, existing buildings will be 

renovated, equipment upgraded and more solar power generation equipment installed with the aim 

of achieving ZEB certification for all buildings on the site by the end of FY2026. 

 

-end- 

 

 

About EIZO 

EIZO (TSE:6737), which means image in Japanese, is a visual technology company that develops and 

manufactures high-end visual solutions to enrich people in their professional and personal lives. 

EIZO offers total imaging solutions with a range of monitors, software, video capture, processing,  

and distribution solutions, cameras, and advanced integrated technologies, to meet the specialized  

needs of customers in business, creative fields, healthcare, air traffic control, maritime, security &  

surveillance, and more. Headquartered in Hakusan, Japan, EIZO has R&D and manufacturing  

facilities in Japan, China, Germany, and the United States, and representation in more than 120 

countries. 

 

*ZEB: Net Zero Energy Building. The standards to certify energy saving building (50% or mone) with 

advanced architectural design, highly efficient equipment, installed renewable energy. 

 


